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Life is too short to be small
~Benjamin Disreali
from „Thought of Ira Brind“
Summary:
Energy-rich biophysical therapies are modern tools to treat chronic disease. Both,
ONDAMED and Quint use specific signals to accomplish this. Selecting the Specific
frequency, the duration of therapy, and the area to be treated are the trick for optimal
healing response.
Breakthrough in Biophysical Medicine
Two hints for your personal treatment:
If you strain your ankle, take five pearls (globuli) of Rhus Toxicodendron C30 3 times
per day together with 5 pearls of Arnica D200.
Both the hematoma and the pain will cease in
a short time.
If you burn yourself, take 5 pearls (globuli) of Cantharis C30. Take them and stir 20
pearls into a glass of water. Let them dissolve well by using a plastic spoon (not a
metal spoon). Then take a sip every 10-30 seconds. In 30 minutes you will be pain
free and there will be no blister. This is guaranteed. I do not know of any other
therapy capable to achieve that. How could something, close to nothing, such as
homeopathic substances evoke a healing response?
The Adey Window
W.R.Adey from the University of California did research on the cacium influx into the
brain cells of a rabbit.
Only a very small stimulus would evoke resonance at the cell wall and initiate calcium
influx.
He proved, that weak impulses would jump start life energy. Middle-strength impulses
would support life functions and strong impulses would block or destroy life functions.
We know how to determine the adequate weak substances for burns and strains. But
how can we determine the effective
weak healing substances for each patient and disease?
Unfortunately, in most cases, we do not know the effective healing substance.
Consequently we must produce it. Both the ONDAMED and the QUINT System help
us to determine the desired weak healing impulses.
Ladies and gentlemen,
When I meet a new patient I have to answer the critical question: what is the cause of
the disease?

During the sixties, the former Dean of Harvard University would write the number 16
on a black board during his formal welcome to new students. He explained to the
stunned audience: „This is the number of diseases, of which causes are known and
healing methods are known. All the other thousands of ailments are in the realm of
the obscure. Maybe, one of you will bring some light into one of these secrets during
his medical life.“
We all know how difficult it is to answer the question of the root cause of a disease. Is
it ever possible?
After 30 years as a physician I know. Without using Biophysics and Functional
Medicine- which is known as „Alternative Medicine“ to most of you, it will be difficult, if
not impossible, to answer this question.
Today I want to show you that by using a combination of several methods (which
incorporate both diagnostics and therapy) we will be able to succeed.
Although there will still be a lot of questions remaining unanswered, we will be able to
do a lot of good to the patients.
About one hundred years ago, the discovery of X-ray started the era of physics in the
medical world.
Another electromagnetic method which had been postulated to be nonsense by
experts is now part of our daily medical routine since 1970: Magnetic-ResonanceImaging (MRI).
In 1979, Jerry I. Jacobson used extreme weak electromagnetic fields (10 pico Tesla)
to treat a variety of diseases including cancer. Jacobson`s Resonance is based upon
Einstein`s „Algebraic-Field-Theory“ and is combining electricity, magnetism, and
gravity.
For 30 years innovative biophysical therapies such as BIORESONANCE, QUINT,
and the ONDAMED are being developed.
There is a growing body of knowledge, that treating health disorders or diseases will
be difficult if not impossible without additional energy.
The necessary energy can be supplied by electromagnetic waves.
Consequently several treating devices
with a magnetic-field component have been invented.
The universal importance of the electromagnetic field for life functions has been
understood by several physicists (Becker/Selden) and Burr at Yale University.
It is empirically known, that electricity plus magnetism is outdating simple
Bioresonance
(Ludwig, Karz).
Electromagnetism – as a life force – is used in a sophisticated way by the ONDAMED
therapy. It produces specific single frequencies to approach the patient and diseased

tissue. It is even possible to detect the blocked or inflamed areas of the diseased
body, which can be treated with these frequencies (Binder, Nogier).
The use of physics in medicine, especially Bioelectromagnetism, began in the middle
of the previous century and has been evolving into the therapy of the 21st century.
There is a growing body of knowledge: theoretical, experimental, and clinical. About
10.000 publications are now available worldwid, including from Russia and India.
Above that, physics has provided complete new understanding for the 250 year old
homeopathy.
„Revolutionary new knowledge will not convince everybody,“ says Max Planck, „ but
they, who do not understand them, will die out.“
Kinesiology, a therapeutic giant, is working with energy fields. Callahan proved his
TFT (Thought Field Therapy) to be by far superior to conventional psychotherapeutic methods, which have tried fruitlessly to treat phobias for years.
The 30 years of my work as a physician have convinced me, that biophysics such as
HOMEOPATHY, BIORESONANCE, QUINT SYSTEM, and the ONDAMED are
essential healing tools.
Today, I want to introduce two methods: ONDAMED and QUINT as they are used in
daily practice. Thus more people and piers will pay attention and interest will grow for
these methods, effective both in diagnostics and in therapy.
However, I want to leave it to the experts like Popp, Ludwig, Köhler etc. to explain the
theories of the workings of biophysical methods.
Which data do we collect in case of disease?
For example
57 years old lady with
idiopathic biliary cirrhosis with abdominal fluid
Blood Work:
 Lipase 668 U/l (up to 60)
 Amylase 238 U/l (up to 100)
 AP 375 U/l (up to 104)
 Gamma GT 170 ,
 GOT 63, GPT 45.
Electrodermal Screening according to Schimmel:





Liver-cirrhosis (acute and chronic)
Spleen (chronic)
Colon (chronic)
Milk-Intolerance

NOSODES from Staufen Pharma:



Aerobacter/Coli, Atrazine, Liver-Cirrhosis, Salmonella TP, Scarlatinum,
Toxoplasmosis.
 Morbillinum, Hepatitis, Rubeolae, Conjunctivitis.
The first three have been key toxins
(Schimmel)

ONDAMED:
Frequencies



right frequency 3.866,1 Hertz (spleen/pancreas)
left frequency 7,512,0 Hertz (stomach/spleen/pancreas)

Focalized Inflammatory Sites


left ear, total lower abdomen, bladder, areas below both scapulae, both
kidneys

Microorganisms:


Helicobacter, Mycobacterium Phlei

Programs


Nr. 78 Liver/Bile, Nr.63 Chakra 3, Nr. 33 Psychovegetative

Neural-Therapy-Point


middle area of the bladder on lower abdomen.

Neural-Kinesiology (Klinghardt):
Toxoplasmosis is opening the regulation.
Rating all these data, we postulate an infection with a variety of microorganisms in
the spleen/liver/pancreas. Using several diagnostic methods will produce different
results. However, toxoplasmosis is opening regulation. Let us look at some more
diagnostic data for this case before entering therapy:
QUINT System:


Leading is the liver, the dysbiosis,and the bacteria.



Splitting of bacteria: Staphyloccus and Clostridium tertium.

HOMEOPATHY QUINT:


Lycopodium D200, Ammonium carbonicum D400

NOSODE VECTOR QUINT:



Leading Nosode-vector is the Bacterial-Vector, on position 6 of the FiveElements-System (smaller intestine/heart).

TOTAL VECTOR QUINT:


On position 4 of the Five-Elements-System (colon/lung)

ORGAN VECTOR QUINT:


adrenal-medulla

HIGH POTENCY VECTOR QUINT:


Kalium (harding of tissue), Titan, Tantal.

ANALYTIC KINESIOLOGY:



Spleen/pancreas-- functional impairment
Liver functional—impairment

Causes




Arsenic (heavy metal)
Gardnerella vaginalis
Haemophilus influenzae serotyp B

The Therapy could be:
treatment with specially tested prescriptions
Nosode-Vector-Prescriptions, Vector-Prescriptions, High-Potency-Vector, NeuralTherapy
Bioresonance, Homeopathy, ONDAMED Therapy etc.
Why ONDAMED?
There are several reasons:
1.
2.
3.

1The method is simple and effective
No EDS (Electroacupuncture) testings
Supply of energy by electromagnetic frequencies. Even if you are accurately
testing a variety of medications through the acupuncture points, the lack of
energy in the diseased organ may make the patient insufficiently respond.
How can I build up the weak energy field of the diseased organ?

Therefore we need Biophysics. We need a system, which first can supply specific
electromagnetic energy, and second,
is capable to detect blocked focalized inflammatory sites. ONDAMED can do that.
The optimal frequence for the energy supply differs from patient to patient and from
organ to organ. Over decades it has been found, that diseased tissue has to be
addressed individually. The key for that frequency is the electromagnetic field of each
organ.

Physics has understood, that the electromagnetic energy field is basis of life.
Consequently this energy field can be influenced by induction.
In 1996, the MIP (Massachusetts Institute of Physics), may be the number one in the
United States with published research data about the electromagnetic emissions of
organs. Each organ has a specific EM emission. Consequently it will also resonate
to certain frequencies.
Therapeutic systems such as QUINT and ONDAMED are capable to provide those
specific frequencies. Today, both could be regarded as important innovations.
However, both work very differently from each other.
The QUINT, working with 20 to 200 micro-Tesla,
provides resonating frequencies by accurately tested signals of vector-prescriptions
(medications) in combination with unspecific Schuhmann waves as both energy and
carrier for those signals.
Schuhmann waves are electromagnetic waves in between the surface of the earth
and the ionosphere. They are vital for living species. However, they represent no
specific signals.
QUINT „injects“ the tested prescription signals by using a programmable box, called
QUINT BOX. It is the size of a cigarette box.
It transmits both the energy of the Schuhmann waves and the medication signals.
As vectorized signals, this method takes time and requires special skills, which are
not quite easy to learn. However, it is very effective. It would be wise to invest that
training.
ONDAMED´s advantage is it`s genial and simple method. The combination of
specific frequencies and Pulse-Reflex is the key for successful diagnostics and
therapy.
ONDAMED means "medicinal wave". It is an induction rebuilding (harmonizing) the
electromagnetic life field of diseased tissue. It does that by specific waves applied to
non-functional parts of the body.
Both the blocked tissue and the necessary specific induction-wave are found by a
simple pulse test in cooperation with the ONDAMED machine. The wave range is 0.1
to 31.835 Hertz and 0.5 to 60 milli-Tesla. By producing a specific, single wave, for
each individual patient, the system works very powerfully and effectively.
ONDAMED´s frequencies are harmoniously arranged in 18 octaves as our tonespectrum.
They also relate to the colour-spectrum from red to purple.
ONDAMED finds blocked tissues, which means, the sites of the body which need to
be treated to improve energy flow, and it finds the necessary specific induction waves
by a simple pulse reflex.
It works with pulsating waves. Thereby higher EM induction can be provided, and the
tissue can „swing“ and react. Living tissue needs to oscillate between Yin and Yang.
This is equivalent to better breathing, eliminating of toxins, and elimination of acids.
Rigidity is favouring fermentation and would be adverse to our life functions.

Pulsated waves are of advantage in the lower frequency range, because otherwise
there would be no induction.
Simultaneously they also introduce a part of the higher frequencies.
Pulsated waves contain the highest frequencies. Sinus-waves do not contain higher
frequencies.
The more the wave separates from the Sinus-wave, the steeper the impulse, the
higher the higherfrequencies.
The colour is relating to our sensory organs only in the 43. to 44. octave.
Of course, lower frequencies also relate to color. However, this phenomenon is not
visible.
The relationship of lower and higher frequencies can provide a healing power of
colours in all ranges.
Special brain programs eliminate pathological impulses stored in the CNS. 172, well
designed programs are effective for a wide spectrum of health disorders. Other
frequencies of the system work against viruses, bacteria, and parasites.
It is essential for both, symptomatic and systemic treatment. However, it follows strict
rules if you want to counteract chronic illness.
ONDAMED is a must and a basic tool for any therapist in the 21 century.

The field strength is important for treating osteoporosis as for all other conditions.
Distance of electrodes to the tissue to be treated can be found by pulse reflex.
Also the geometry of the field is important and is depending upon the geometry of the
applicator. This can considerably improve the local effectivity. As known in Neural
Therapy
we want to address the optimal area.
Other than a tablet, which will be swallowed above and will affect the whole body,
Neural Therapy is focussing on a very distinct point of the body. The effectivity of
Neural Therapy is beyond doubt.
However, finding the distinct point is crucial and exactly that is possible with the
ONDAMED. Therefore ONDAMED could be called „Electromagnetic Neural-Therapy“
Using the patient-specific-wave for each patient, instead of a „wave mixture“ the
system works very effectively.
Non specific waves would not be capable to find neither the point nor a focalized
inflamatory site.
Special programs for brain functions can eliminate pathological impulses stored in the
central nerveous system.
Chronic disease will hardly be successfully treated without including the CNS into
therapy.
Frequencies below 14 Hertz are favoured for brain therapy because this organ is
working in lower frequencies.
A broad spectrum of health disorders responds to 172 composed programs. Other
frequencies are of value against microorganisms.
ONDAMED is essential for acute and systemic therapy. However, strict rules have to

be obeyed, if you want tgo treat chronic disease e.g. the problem must be
vectorized. Focus-search is a domaine of the ONDAMED. Combining the method
with the Pulse Reflex or Kinesiology, the crucial point can be located and treated.
This is a wonderful tool for Neural-Therapy since it is depending upon the one distinct
point to be treated.
Why do we highlight the specific frequency?
Here are some fascinating research results: LeDoux hypothesized in 1989, that
psychic disturbances lead to irreversible disturbances in the amygdala of the brain
region. He visualized the brain as an engram, which refers only to specific brain
structures. Pribram (1962, 1969) replaced this model with a holographic model. In his
opinion, the brain forms a vast interference pattern when we remember something or
when we listen to music (in F.P.Gallo 1999, page 33).
Life processes appear on the basis to be connected with frequency patterns and
interference patterns. Research of Becker (1990) and Becker & Selden (1985)
showed, that in bone fractures, an "injury current" appears on the fracture point.
ONDAMED has been very effective osteoporosis cases (Kessler, et. al.)
Further evidence for a biologic-electric life basis was presented by research
conducted by Marsh and Beams (1952). They discovered a polarity in the head and
the tail in flatworms. When changing the polarity, the head grew in place of the tail.
Louis Langman examined more than 120 women with cervical cancer and found, that
96% of these women had a negative current charge on the cervix. In contrast, 95% of
healthy women had a positive current. The theory that negative tissues could be
treated by means of electric current, was proven by Rife in the 1930's, however,
through unfortunate circumstances this theory was never pursued (Lynes, 1987).
Another very interesting example of the hypothesis that electro-dynamic fields -the
matrix - build the "form" of the body, was presented by Becker & Selden (1985). They
found out, that the frog contrary to the salamander could not re-grow an amputated
leg. When they introduced a negative electrical field on the amputation stump, the
frog was also able to re-grow a leg.
Burr (1972) started to measure electrical current of all different life forms (trees,
mushrooms, people, etc.) at Yale University and called them the "L-Fields" or "Life
Fields". He discovered that these fields changed with the moon cycles, the sunlight,
the darkness, and magnetic storms. Today, modern instruments have proven the
existence of the so-called "L-Fields" (in F.P. Gallo, 1999).
The enormous therapeutic influence on diseased human tissue that modulated
frequency patterns and electro-magnetic frequencies (ONDAMED) has, was first
proven with Digital Infrared Thermal Imaging by Fulford and Löprich et al. in 2002.
The current improvement that ONDAMED achieves with the regulatory behavior of
functional blocked organs was proven with the computerized "Segment Electrograph"
(Kessler et al., 2002).

In the area of traumatology, ONDAMED has proven effective, as the following case
shows. A 67-year old male, pain and swelling in the left arch after a 100-pound box
fell on his left foot 2-3 months ago. After the ONDAMED Therapy, the patient had
great relief and the thermograph showed normal.
Treatment of Osteoporosis shall be our show-picture for rebuilding the energy field:
Today we are able to treat Osteporosis effectively. The patient will be pain free.
Osteoporosis:
The ninety year old lady was held together by the stays of her corset. She could not
walk. Her kinfolk brought her to the clinic. She was in pain. Within 10 days her pain
ceased dramatically. After 14 days she could walk with a walker. She became pain
free.
Even if ONDAMED would only be used against Osteoporosis, it has proved it`s value.
There are fixed frequencies for this treatment, which are programmed for the left and
right side of the body:
~Right frequency: frequencies are running from 8
Hertz to 101,59 Hertz
~Left frequency: 450,14 Hertz
Intensity: 8,0
~Duration of therapy will be tested individually
by Pulse Reflex or Kinesiology (mostly 40-60
minutes)
ONDAMED can be used for many different health problems:
Dental problems
ONDAMED is one of the finest options to treat an unhealthy tooth.
I had numerous cases of severe dental pain with loosening of the toth stability.
Patients hadn`t even been able to close their jaws tightly. It is not known so far why a
tooth all of a sudden is giving up.
One answer, for certain, is the impaired electromagnetic field, due to an energetic
yin-yang dysbalance.
What is the meaning of the found frequencies? How do they dominate the therapy?
Diabetes mellitus:
72 year old obese lady with diabetes type II and lower back pain:
Right: 3158,4 Hertz (liver/lung)
Left: 383,56 Hertz (liver)
Picking up the frequencies at the site of complaints will change the frequencies
slightly. However, they seem to be more accurate there.

Frequencies picked up at the painful lower back area:
Right: 6501,9 Hertz (lung)
Left: 12 274 Hertz (Liver)
As you see, we got more distinct frequencies relating to the organs to be treated that
way.
Picking up from the neck will be the usual procedure, since that area seems ro
represent a major systemic indicator of the lymph.
Finding clearly distinct and organ related frequencies will determine the therapy.
These found frequencies are also representing the necessary healing frequencies.
The determined frequency shows us which organ would be primarily responsible for
the health problem. This will enable us to prescribe additional medication and/or
homeopathics for that organ.
However, there are successful therapists claiming, that ONDAMED does not need
additional medication (Karz).
IRIDOLOGY:
Weak stroma in the pleural sector. Spreaded rusty-brown pigments everywhere
indicating intoxication and acidity of metabolism.
VRT ,EDS Electrodermal Screening of Medications:
Ranunculus OPLX, Hepar sulfuris D12, Calcium
Fluoratum OPLX, Quassia Spl.
These medications relate to chronic lung infection, the liver, and rheumatic complains
at the lower back.
Neural-Therapy:
ONDAMED´s domain is the detection of distinct points to be treated with Lidocaine,
Procaine, etc.
First:
you would detect the blocked inflammatory sites by Pulse Reflex and Frequency.
Second:
Pulse Reflex will then differentiate between all found locations, where we would have
the heaviest pulse response.
Third:
you could use Kinesiology, whether the found point would be the optimal one for
Neural-Therapy. If not you would ask all other points step by step to find an answer
for the best point.
If you prefer to just treat the point with ONDAMED it will also be acceptable and could
be beneficial.

Hearing Trauma:
The 36 year old American lady had suffered from a left ear hearing loss after a multi-trauma by
motorcycle accident.
Years later one of her scars on her left foot had ben treated by frequencies of ONDAMED. The scar
opened up and produced a blackish, grainy discharge, and the ear also opened up. Ever since she
could use the telephone receiver for her left ear.

ONDAMED is based on a law of physics, that the electromagnetic field is
representing the matter of the bodymatter of our body is our body.
Consequently it`s distinct, resonance- frequencies re-organize the energy field of the
organs. Thus, fractally, the energy field of the body is restored.
Fracture of Calcaneus:
A young fire fighter was disabled for three months after jumping off a ladder and breaking his heel.
The heel (calcaneus) does not have own vessels but is nursed by diffusion of other vessels. Therefore
this bone fracture usually is a nightmare for the patient and the therapist.
After two therapies, with the ONDAMED bone healing program, he went back to work.

Vertebral Fracture after falling off a stairs:
It is interesting, that an optimal healing impulse requires a cushion between the
tissue/area and the applicator in order to lower the field strength.
We did this both in cases of Osteoporosis and bone fractures such as a Lamina
Fracture Th 6-8 of a patient who fell off a marble stairs.
ONDAMED Frequencies against microorganisms:
Fibromyalgia:
45 year old American with multiple muscle pain. There was a positive lab test for Herpes 6.
ONDAMED does not offer a program against Herpes 6, but we tested the program for Herpes 2
together with other programs .
Some days later he developed a huge bulky swelling at his neck which opened up discharging pus.
Simultaneously his rheumatic pain decreased
remarkably.

Biophysical Medicine is generally focusing on and improving two issues:
1. 1. Improving of response of the patient to
therapy.
2. 2. Quality of regulation of the organs shall be
improved. Organs, not regulating (working) optimally would steal energy from
other organs. Consequently healing would be doubtful.
Dispite of that, Biophysics today, is a unique tool
for functional diagnostics.
For Instance:
Suicidal Depression and non-responding to therapy

70 year old lady with severe depression and recurrent suicidal attempts:
Unsuccessful medications in the past:
Tavor, Doliten, Agiopten, Insidon, Zypuxen, Quilonum, Aponal,Amitryptylin, Lorazepam, Trevilor,
Maprotilin, Cipramil.
Right Frequency: 2048.0 Hertz (heart)
Left Frequency: 5160,6 Hertz (Circulation)
Blocked inflammatory sites: Occiput and total lower abdomen
Microorganisms:
214.3 Leptospira interrogans
103.3 Clonorchis sinensis
107.4 Fasciolopsis
211.2 Escherichia Coli
219.2 Shigella fexneri
ONDAMED diagnostics is proposing an auto-immune-inflammation of vessels. The causal factors
seem to be both parasites ,bacteria and hormonal dysbalance.
VRT (Electrodermal Screening, Schimmel) supports that:



Both, liver and intestine are infected by parasites and bacteria
Leptospirosis seems to be leading. As a spirochetal infection, it will affect the CNS (central
nerveous system).

Further differentiation of the auto-immune-process has been provided by the QUINT system.
Leading was: Hypothalamus Autoimmune, Acustic Nerve, and the Adrenals
ONDAMED detected the main focus at the occiput in the area of the brain stem.
Clonorchis sinensis belongs to the Trematodes, and as a blood sucking liver fluke it is living in fish.
Thus it will be eaten by carnivores. It is living in the bile ducts and rarely in the pancreatic duct.
E.Coli and Shigella also propose an infectious cause and are pointing to the intestine as the source for
the liver impairment.
Thus the pathogenesis of this disease could be explained by infection with multiple microorganisms.
This may have led to auto-immune-reactions in the vessels, the CNS, and the bile system. The gall
meridian is in close connection with the parietal brain resulting in a severe brain dysfunction.
Further use of the QUINT is revealing more details, which are contributing to the picture:
The Total Vector is projecting on 4 of the Chinese Fiv-Element-System (colon/lung)
The Organ Vector is projecting on the thyroid (circulation and triple warmer meridian belong to
eachother in Chinese Medicine)
Vectorized hormonal testing revealed: both DHEA and Pregnenolone dysbalance.
The CNS (central nerveous system is affected by autoimmune reactions in the hypothalamus and
adrenals.
Intoxication with Arsenic (often found in infections of the mucosa with microorganisms
and parasites.
Other factors: milk intolerance, amalgam toxicosis, toxicosis with radionuclid Na 22.

The High Potency Vector had four elements: Terbium (endless tape grinding down the intellectual
substance), Hg (drama of the unwanted child), Ruthenium (frustration and overworking), Sulfur (doubt
and brooding).
ONDAMED programs for this condition:

Nr. 6 Liver/Bile/Intestine
Nr. 24 Psychovegetative
Nr. 44 Theta-Wave
Nr. 64 Chakra 4
Nr. 62 Chakra 2
Nr. 95 Thymus Activation
Nr. 131Blockage Head Area
Nr. 72 Detoxification
Nr. 88 Hormonal Balance
Nr. 15 Revitalization of the Plexus Solaris
ONDAMED found a point for Neural Therapy in the area of the gall bladder, which was treated with
lidocaine.
Additional Therapies:




Neprorella-Algae, DMSA and Calzium EDTA for heavy metal detox
Stool autovaccine (Dr.Ernst in Leer)
über das Labor Dr.Ernst in Leer.
Homöopathics: Ignatia D1000 and Regenaplexe 1e, 23e, 25b, 35e.

QUINT System
This method does not determine the needed specific signals through pulse reflex,
but instead tests medications using acupuncture points.
It relates to the Chinese Five-Element System.
Frequencies of trace elements, orthomoleculars, homeopathics, aminoacids, plants,
hormones etc. will be „injected“ electromagnetically by a carrier (Schuhmann waves)
into the body.
A short introduction:
Quint means „5“ and relates to the Chinese Five-Element Theory. TCM (Traditional
Chinese Medicine) believes that the energy flow must be equally distributed from one
organ to the other.
Dysbalance would mean „polarisation“ of energy or disease.
Both energy flow and energy control between the organs is regulated by the FiveElement-System.
Man is healthy, if all five elements are in an energy equilibrium.
The organs are represented by the layer of 5-elements.
Energetic therapies such as Bioresonance, acupuncture etc. would approach this
one level.

QUINT (Steiner) has acknowledged 5 additional levels, which correlate with the 6
dimensional wold(?) system of the physicist Burkhard Heim.
The three levels of space and the forth level, the time, are complimented by two other
levels:
the organisation, the fifth level, and „what is to be organized“, the sixth level (Heim).

QUINT is integrating this proven fact (DESY)by adding the
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

level of the connective tissue
level of the vegetative nervous system
level of muscle control
level of sensory organs
level of the psyche (ego)

These levels are testable and reproducible through new acupuncture points the
„Holopathy Points“.
Interestingly certain plants, minerals, medications, or gems, all relate to one of these
levels.
This will produce specific prescriptions for each level. A patient with glaucoma, for
instance, will respond to medications resonating with the 5. level, the level of
awareness.
QUINT provides over 300 ready to use prescriptions which contain nosodes,
homeopathics,
orthomoleculars, plants, aminoacids, gems etc.

Bladder Carcinoma
58-year old male patient with beginning bladder cancer for two years, heart arrhythmia, chronic
pneumonitis, skin fissures in between toe 4/5, and loss of smell. The Total Vector of all 6 levels
pointed to position 2. Thus the necessary therapy has been clearly determined.
Vector on 2 indicates:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Organs: Liver/gallbladder-system are the cause (patient had unclear liver
swelling 30 years ago). Remark: Iridology showed a „mixed iris“, which is
pathognomonic for the liver.
Connective tissue : The blood needs to be treated
Vegetative nervous system : Sympathic/parasympathic system have to be treated.
Muscle control: Self fulfilment/beeing hurt.
Awareness: Smell sense has to be treated.
Ego: Beeing emotionally hurt is the leading structure of the personality

Proceeding for Total Vector 2:
1.

2.

3.

EDS testing of the proposed homeopathics for the liver/bile: Lycopodium D1200
This substanz also tested against heart arrhythmia, against the chronic lung
infection, and against the bladder.
EDS testing of the proposed - 300 ready to use – ATK-prescriptions
(aminoacid-trace element-komplex) against Total Vector 2. The found
medications must also balance the heart, lung, and smell senses.
EDS testing of the proposed HKS medications (homeopathic-komplex-Steiner).
The found complexes must also balance heart, lungs, and bladder.ATK 08 (Symbiosis), ATK
16/1 (Parasites), ATK 04 (Focalized infections, free

radikals, autoimmune-reaktions), ATK 51 K (Kalium), ATK 55 Zn (Zink), ATK 61
(fatty acids), ATK 103 (duodenitis), ATK 06 (skin fissure tea), ATK 13 (arrhythmia),
ATK 19 (liver, kidney tea)
There are more important and independent vectors, which are necessary for treatment and which
have to be tested:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

The High Potency Vector. It works on all 6 levels. However, the psyche is treated most. It
takes advantage of the table of elements and uses the elements, which have been tested to
be beneficial for the patient. The elements are used in high potency D20.000. The found
elements will resonate to vector 2. In this case we found: Gallium, Zink and Cerium.
The Nosode-Vector of the Reaktional-blockages pointed to 2 (liver/bile) . This vector
prescription is highly active for treating the psyche.
The Food Vector pointed on 4 (lung/colon)
The Organvector pointed to 4 (lung/colon)
(2,3 and 4 are also caled „system vectors“)
The Bacterial-Vector pointed to 6 (heart)
The Fungal-Vecor pointed to 6 (heart)
The Heavy Metal Vector pointed to auf 6 (heart)
The Vector of the Radionuclides pointed to 4 (lung/colon)
The Vector of Transmitters/cell phone etc. pointed on 6 (heart)

The following therapy was:
Programming of the 5 programs on the Quint Box.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Program E: VT Programm 900 could be used during the daytime to boost the energy level of
the patient. This will improve the efficacy of other therapies, such as High Potency Vector,
Noseode Vectors, Reactional Blockage Vector, Full Vector Therapy etc.
Program A: Patient specific prescriptions .
Program B: Vector-therapy including area vectors of the subconscious.
Programm C: High Potency Vector (psyche)
Programm D: Nosode- and System-vectors.

Ovarial-Carzinoma:
This was an intersting case to blance the hormonal situation of a 59 year old lady with MMT. We
tested the hormones against the Reactional Blockages and found progesterone to be the essential
key hormone. Her former spit tests all revealed a lack of estrogene. Consequently she took
estrogene for ten years, which not only was not tolerated well but also grew her ovarial tumor. We
gave her 500 mg progesterone per day and brought her into remission.

Back to the ONDAMED
Thermography has shown the efficacy of the ONDAMED in cases studies in the
United States. Computerized Segment Electrogram, another objective method
documented spontaneous improvement of regulation after ONDAMED . (Fulford,
Kessler et al.).
Frequencies below 10 Hertz play an important role for treatment since the central
nerveous system is working in that range.
In the 60ies, Paul Nogier, the inventor of French Ear Acupuncture and the RAC, a
pulse reflex, postulated, that healing will not happen, if the responsible blocked areas
will not be found and treated.
Detection of these blocked sites will forward Neural Therapy in a new dimension.

ONDAMED uses frequencies as a mathematical pattern such as tones. They are
repeated in each octave.
In other words: if you double the frequency, you higher the harmonious frequeny of
the octave. Healing frequencies are given as electromagnetic waves.
Most diseases are anchored in the CNS (central nerveous system). Therefore both,
the ONDAMED and the QUINT incorporate therapies for the brain. ONDAMED uses
frequency patterns of the brain for therapy. Quint uses vector prescriptions and the
High Potency Vector of tested elements of the table of elements.
Daily clinical work has shown, as pointed up by Köhler, that successful therapy also
depends largely upon the area to be treated.
United States Case studies clearly documented fascinating results by detecting those
areas by pulse freflex.
However, there are other avenues, as shown by Karz, to perform successful
treatment.
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